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SUMMARY

The main purposes for which a client of an analytical laboratory might

wish to establish an external quality control (QC) program are I) to establish

or confirm precision and accuracy for measurements reported by the laboratory,

and 2) to examine sampling and handling factors that are beyond the control of

the laboratory. At the U.S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site, external QC

for ground-water monitoring is extensive and has included routine submittal of

intra- and interlaboratory duplicate samples, blind samples, and several kinds

. of blank samples. Examination of the resulting QC data for nine of the con-

stituents found in ground water at the Hanford Site shows that the quality of

analysis has generally been within the expectations of precision and accuracy

that have been established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The constituents subjected to review were nitrate, chromium, sodium, fluoride,

carbon tetrachloride, tritium, ammonium, trichloroethylene, and cyanide. Of

these, the fluoride measurements were notable exceptions and were poor by EPA

standards.

The review has shown that interlaboratory analysis of duplicate samples

yields the most useful QC data for evaluating laboratory performance in deter-

mining commonly encountered constituents. For rarely encountered constit-

uents, interlaboratory comparisons may be augmented with blind samples

(synthetic samples of known composition). Intralaboratory comparisons,

blanks, and spikes should be generally restricted to studies of suspected or

known sample contamination and to studies of the adequacy of sampling and

analytical procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary responsibility for quality control (QC) in chemical analysis

lies with the laboratory performing the measurements. Nevertheless, it is

considered good practice for clients of the laboratory to conduct independent

programs to evaluate the laboratory's performance. The methods used by the

laboratory to maintain acceptable limits of precision and accuracy are termed

" internal QC. A client's independent program is termed external QC.

There are practical differences in the usefulness of internal and exter-

nal QC programs. Only the internal program can affect the actual quality of

the chemical analysis and can prevent poorly made measurements from being

reported. An external program is limited to historical review of the data.

On the other hand, the external program is useful for addressing factors that

are beyond the control of the laboratory, such as faulty sampling technique,

or contamination caused by faulty preservation, handling, or shipping of

samples. Thus, the internal and external QC programs are complementary.

In this report, we review Pacific Northwest Laboratory's (PNL) (a)

external QC program as it has been applied to environmental ground-water sam-

pling and analysis projects at the Hanford Site during the past 5 years. The

program that has been established at PNL is based largely on recommendations

from regulatory agencies such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA). The program includes submittal of replicate samples, blind standards,

spiked samples, and blanks to both the primary laboratory _nd a referee lab-

oratory. The magnitude of the program can be inferred from the Fact that, at

a minimum, one out of five samples submitted for analysis is a QC sample of

some type. For comparison, medical laboratories and drinking water lab-

oratories are recertified no more than every 3 months (based on round-robin

blind samples).

The perspective taken in this review is that there are only two technical

. reasons for conducting an external QC program. These are 1) to establish or

(a) PNL is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial
Institute
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confirm confidence limits for the data reported by the primary analytical

laboratory and 2) to examine those sampling and handling factors beyond the

control of the laboratory. Our purpose has been to determine if these two

objectives, as applied to a specific project, can be met with a substantially

smaller external QCprogram that would yield a corresponding reduction in

analytical costs. To accomplish this, QCdata for nine contaminants and

natu_'al constituents in Hanford ground water were reviewed with respect to the

above reasons for conducting an externalQC programand conclusionswere drawn

using well-known statisticalmethods.

In reviewingthe data, emphasis was placed on the resultsof duplicate

analysis of ground-watersamples,and on the analyticalprecisionthat can be

calculated from such results. Interlaboratoryand intralaboratoryduplicate

measurementswere consideredseparately. (PNL'sexternal QC program has

included both intralaboratoryduplicateanalysis,where identicalsamplesare

submittedto one laboratory,and interlaboratoryduplicateanalysis,where

identical samplesare submittedto differentlaboratories.) This study was

sponsored by PNL's Ground Water SurveillanceProject,which is supportedby

the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE).

The individualcor.stituentschosen for this study are nitrate,ch1"omium,

sodium, fi_]oride,carbon tetrachloride,tritium,ammonium,trichloroethylene,

and cyanide. Each of these is either a relativelycommon ground-watercon-

stituent at the Hanford Site or illustratesa particularanalyticaltechnique

or concentrationrange. In aggregate,these constituentsrepresenta rea-

sonably full range of analyticaland QC considerationsfor ground-watermoni-

toring at the Hanford Site. All of the data used herein representsamples

collected by PNL as part of the ResourceConservationand RecoveryAct of 1976

(RCRA) projects or the Ground Water SurveillanceProjectand are available

from the electronicdata base maintainedby PNL for ground-watermonitoring

projects. The primaryanalytical laboratorywas United StatesTes_ing Com-

pany, Inc. (UST), located in Richland,Washington,and analyticaldepartments

within PNL served as referee laboratories.

In the followingsections,the nine constituentsare discussed. The

statisticalmethods and related assumptionsused throughoutthis study are



introduced within the context of the measurement of nitrate. A discussion of

results is provided along with recommendations to make the external QC program

for the Ground Water Surveillance Project more cost effective.



NITRATE

Nitrate, which is associated with liquid process wastes, is a widespread

contaminant in the ground water of the unconfined aquifer at the Hanford Site

(Evans et al. 1989). Ground-water samples are routinely analyzed using the

ion chromatographic method described by EPA (1984). Because samples collected

at the Hanford Site for the nitrate determination are not preserved, a 48-h

• maximum holding time prior to analysis (with storage at 4°C) is prescribed.

The instrument is calibrated up to 30 mg/L, so samples with higher concentra-

• tions must be diluted before measurement. The method is generally capable of

resolving nitrate concentrations as low as approximately 0.1 mg/L. However,

for contractual reasons, UST has reported all concentrations below 0.5 mg/L as

"less than 0.5 mg/L."

Replicate sample sets for nitrate measurement have been periodically

collected at field sites. From these samples, duplicate sets were submitted

to the primary laboratory and the referee laboratory. Results of duplicate

measurements can be used to estimate analytical precision, using the following

formulas (Youden 1963; ASTM 1987):

R = (dI + d2 + d3 +...+ dn)/n (I)

where R is the mean range of duplicate measurements, dX is the absolute value

of the difference between first and second measurements for sample number x,

and n is the number of duplicate sample sets.

s = R/I.128 (2)

where s is the estimate of standard deviation.

In applying these formulas to estimate the precision of an analytical

method, it is assumed that the duplicate samples taken for measurement are

identical in analyte concentration, that error ,s normally distributed, and

that variability is solely a function of laboratory operations• Then, if the

variability reflects a generally accepted performance standard for the



analytical method, these assumptions are taken as correct; that is, any loss

of precision caused by sampling procedures, handling, storage, and so on is

taken as negligible.

To ensure meaningful results, the data must be grouped into subsets that

can be reasonably expected to display the same degree of variability. For

example, samples with a nitrate concentration of less than 30 mg/L are meas-

ured without dilution, but samples having a greater concentration must be

diluted. Because of volumetric error associated with performing sample dilu-

tion and because the effect of instrument error is magnified in proportion to m

the dilution factor, results of analysis for diluted samples are expected to

be less precise than results for undiluted samples.

Similarly, subsets can be defined based on who is performing the anal-

ysis. For example, duplicate measurements made by a single operator within an

analytical run (i.e., samples measured "side by side") are expected to display

greater apparent precision than results obtained from separate runs. Further,

intralaboratory precision is expected to be greater than interlaboratory

precision. That is, as more real variables are introduced (e.g., differences

in operator skill, volumetric equipment, calibration standards, instrument,

choice of dilution factor), observed analytical variability will increase.

Figure I represents analytical results for 88 sets of duplicate samples

submitted to UST from January 1987 to May 1990 that were measured for nitrate

without dilution (i.e., less than 30 mg/L nitrate). Applying Equations (I)

and (2), the calculated standard deviation, excluding the three obvious

fliers_ is 0.12 mg/L. To meet holding time requirements, the duplicate sam-

ples were measured side by side. Each of the three fliers shows a difference

of approximately 3 mg/L between duplicates, and may represent matrix spikes

that were not reported as such.

Figure 2 represents analytical results for 53 sets of duplicate samples

in the same concentration range. The samples were collected during the same

period as the data shown in Figure I, but one of the duplicate samples was

submitted to UST and the other to PNL. The scatter of these interlaboratory

comparison data about the ideal locus of points (a diagonal line, which

represents zero difference between duplicate measurements) is, as expected,
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significantly greater than the scatter seen in Figure I. The calculated

standard deviation for the data shown in Figure 2 is 0.39 mg/L.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained by UST during side-by-side measure-

ment of 52 sets of duplicate samples containing nitrate at more than 30 mg/L.

The calculated standard deviation is 2•3 mg/L. Figure 4 shows the correspond-

ing interlaboratory results• The data represented in Figure 4 show much

greater variability than the corresponding data in Figure 3. All of the sam-

ples represented in Figures 3 and 4 required dilution. Because measurement

error is partially dependent on the degree of dilution required, the data from

• Figure 4 were grouped according to the most likely dilution factors (actual

dilution factors are not available), and the standard deviation was estimated

for each of these subgroups using Equations (I) and (2). For the first group,

30 to 60 mg/L, a 1"I dilution factor is assumed, and the calculated standard

deviation is 2.0 mg/L. For the second group, 60 to 300 mg/L, a 1"9 dilution

is assumed, and the standard deviation is 16 mg/L. For the third group, with

concentration greater than 300 mg/L, a dilution factor of 1-24 is assumed, and

the standard deviation is 49 mg/L. In the first and third groups, there are

only 10 and 5 duplicate measurements, respectively; so the calculated vari-

abilities must be considered to be approximations• (This treatment of data

was not used for the data represented in Figure 3. Inspection of Figure 3

shows that, compared to Fijure 4, the precision appears nearly independent of

concentration.)

Figure 5 illustrates analytical results for 10 blind samples submitted to

UST since July 1988. The samples ranged from 0.36 to 30.5 mg/L in concentra-

tion. The standard deviation for this set of measurements was calculated as

follows •

(3)

where d is the difference between measured concentration and known true
X

concentration for sample x, and s and n are defined above.
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The resultingestimate of the standarddeviation is 0.40 mg/L, which is

nearly the same as the estimate of the standarddeviation for nitrate inter-

laboratorycomparisons(0.39 mg/L) in the 0 to 30 mg/L range, and more than

three times greater than that for intralaboratoryduplicatemeasurements

(0.12 mg/L). Two of the blind samples, both having a concentrationof

30.5 mg/L, may have been analyzed using dilution before measurementto

strictly adhere to the 30.O-mg/Lupper calibrationlimit. By eliminating

• these samples and recalculatingthe standarddeviationfor the remainingeight

samples, the result is an estimatedstandarddeviationof 0.41 mg/L. In

• either case, it is clear that the actual precisionof nitratemeasurements

performedby UST is reflectedby the resultsof interlaboratory,rather than

intralaboratory,duplicatecomparisons. This conclusion can be confirmed

using a variance ratio test (Youden 1963; ASTM 1987). Results of the variance

ratio test show that at an alpha-levelof 0.05, the standarddeviationcalcu-

lated from the resultsof analysis of blind samples (either0.40 or 0.41 mg/L

based on 10 and 8 samples, respectively)is statisticallyindistinguishable

from the standarddeviation calculatedfrom interlaboratoryduplicatecom-

parisons and is significantlygreaterthan the standard deviationcalculated

from intralaboratoryduplicates.

Unlike precision,the absolute accuracyof a chemical measurementmust be

determined using samplesof known concentration. APHA (1975) recommendsa

minimum of 20 measurementsof a stable control sample to assess accuracy at

any one concentrationlevel and defines accuracy as the differencebetween the

mean measured concentrationand the true concentration. In the present case,

only 10 sample results (the blind samples)are _:vailable.These representa

range of concentrationsrather than a single-concentrationcontrolsample, so

accuracy must be expressedas the averagedeviationover the concentration

range. That is, for each sample, the true (known)value is subtractedfrom

the measured value and the differencesare averaged. For the 10 samples,the

average deviationis +0.09 mg/L. This is less than one-fourthof the esti-

mated standarddeviationand is comparableto the detection limit of the

method (0.1 mg/L), so it must be concludedthat there is no evidenceof sig-

nificant bias in the method• Relative deviationfor the 10 samplesranged

from -3.6% to +6.5%, and the average relativedeviationwas +1.5%.

13



Analytical recoveries of matrix spikes performed for UST's internal QC

have been routinely rephrted to PNL. This evidence helps to confirm that

there is little or no measurement bias from the analytical method or from

ground-water sample matrices typical of the Hanford Site. However, spike

recoveries must always be interpreted cautiously because results are nee-

essarily calculated by difference, which effectively doubles analytical

uncertainty.

According to APHA (1975), an analytical method is considered in control

when the results of analysis of a control sample of known concentration indi-
w

cate an error of less than or equal to plus or minus three standard devia-

tions. These bounding limits are the upper and lower "three-sigma" control

limits, respectively. Bounding limits equal to plus or minus two standard

deviations are considered to be upper and lower warninq limits. When dupli-

cate samples of unknown true concentration are used as control samples, the

three-sigma control limits are plus or minus 3.686 standard deviations (ASTM

1987). Thus, using either Equation (3) or Equations (I) and (2), it is pos-

sible to monitor continuing analytical performance against historical per-

formance, using the latter to establish performance standards. However, it is

also important to use an external criterion against which to judge the

acceptability of that historical performance. Toward this end, the EPA has

reported reasonable laboratory performance goals, based on the results of an

extensive interlaboratory study of precision and accuracy in the measurement

of many water quality parameters, including nitrate in the O- to 38-mg/L range

(Britton 1989). According to Britton (1989), who used the results of analysis

of known samples by a large number of participating laboratories, the standard

deviation of the same nitrate method used by both UST and PNL can be calcu-

lated for any concentration level up to 38 mg/L using the following regression

formula •

s : 0.0652C + 0.0576 (4)

where C is the nitrate concentration (mg/L). The three-sigma control limits

based on this regression are included in Figure 2. From Figure 2, it is clear

14



that, with the exceptionof one data point, the nitratedeterminationis in

controland that the precisionof measurementmeets the level of performance

recognizedby the EPA.

Upper and lower control limits based on Equations(I) and (2) are also

included in Figure 2. Inspectionof the figure shows that this method of

estimatingthe standarddeviationtends to overstateprecisionfor higher

concentrationsand to understateprecisionfor low concentrations.

By applying Equations (I) and (2) to narrow concentrationranges within

the UST/PNL interlaboratorydata, it is possible,though not strictly correct,

to compareprecisioncalculatedfrom Equations (I) and (2) to precisioncalcu-

lated from the regressionexpressedin Equation (4). To do this, the inter-

laboratorydata were grouped into five ranges within a O- to 40-mg/L overall

range, and the standarddeviationwas estimatedfor each group of data. Then,

Equation (4) was used to calculatea standard deviationfor the midpoint of

each range. For example,the standarddeviationbased on duplicates having

concentrationsin the O- to 5-_,g/Lrange was compared to the result from

Equation (4) for 2.5 mg/L. In a few instances,the measured results from

duplicate samplesoverlappedadjacent concentrationranges,so the mean of the

two measurementswas used to determinethe range to which the data were

assigned. Table I lists the resultsof these calculations.

TABLE I. InterlaboratoryAnalytical Precisionfor Nitrate Measurements

United States TestingCompany/ U.S. Environmental
PacificNorthwest Laboratory ProtectionAqency

Number Standard Standard
of Concentration, Deviation, Concentration, Deviation,

Samples mg/L as NOi mg/L as NO_ mg/L as NO_ mg/L as NOi

• 28 0 to 5 0.26 2.5 0.22

13 >5 to 10 0.31 7.5 0.55

• 5 >10 to 20 0.73 15.0 1.04

10 >20 to 30 1.06 25.0 1.68

6 >30 to 40 2.13 35.0 2.34

15
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From Table I, actual interlaboratoryperformanceappearsto be slightly

more precisethan the performancepredictedfrom Equation (4),except for the

lowest range (0 to 5 rag/L). However,applying the variance ratio test (again

at an alpha level of 0.05) shows that the differencescannot be considered

. significant,except for the 5- to 10-mg/Lrange, where actualperformanceis

significantlybetter than that predictedfrom Equation (4).

From the foregoing,some conclusionsregardingthe nitratedetermination

can be reasonablydrawn. In the O- to 38-mg/L range, historicalanalytical

performancefrom September 1987 to January 1990 for both PNL and UST has been

equal to or slightly better than that establishedby the EPA as representinga

large number of laboratoriesusing the same analyticalmethod. Analytical

variabilitycalculatedfrom the resultsof UST intralaboratory(side-by-side)

duplicate analysis is not representativeof actual performance. The

assumptionthat sampling,handling,and storageproceduresare adequate is

justified (this is especially strengthenedby Figure I, which shows the

results of side-by-sidemeasurements). The interlaboratorycomparisondata

alone are sufficientto establish confidencelimits for the nitrate

measurements.

Curiously,when Figure I is comparedto Figure 3, it is seen that the

dilution error has apparentlynot affectedsamples at UST that required

dilution. We find this to be highly unlikely and note that such results might

be more reasonablyexpected where a single diluted sample is simplymeasured

twice.

16
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CHROMIUM

Hexavalentchromiumcontaminationin the unconfinedaquiferon the

Hanford Site is associatedwith severalliquidwaste disposal facilities

(Evans et al. 1989). Ground-watersamplesfor the chromium determination

reviewed in their study were filteredand then preservedon collectionwith

nitric acid. Sampleswere acid digested in the laboratory,and the chromium

• concentrationswere measured using inductivelycoupled plasma atomicemission

spectroscopyaccordingto the method presentedby EPA (1982). Although the

• holding time for these acid-preservedsamplesis 28 days, duplicatesamples

submittedto UST were assumedto have been measured side by side. The best

obtainabledetectionlimit for the method may be less than 5 _g/L, though UST

and PNL report concentrationsless than 10 and 20 pg/L, respectively,as below

the detection limit. Instrumentresponseis nearly linear up to at least

10,000_g/L. The highestchromium concentrationsmeasured in ground water

from the Hanford Site are far below this, so no sample dilutionsare required

for analysis in the laboratory.

Intralaboratoryand interlaboratoryduplicatesamples for chromium are

currently submittedat the same rate as for nitrate. However, fewer monitor-

ing wells interceptchromium contaminationplumes,so the majority of analyti-

cal measurementshave been reportedas below the detection limits. Since

December 1986, 31 intralaboratoryand 28 interlaboratoryduplicatemeasure-

ments are availablefor sampleswhere both reportedresults are above the

detection limit. Results from nine blind samplessubmittedsince November

1987 are also available•

Figure 6 representsintralaboratorychromiummeasurementsobtainedduring

side-by-sideanalysisof duplicate samplessubmittedto UST. The calculated

standard deviationbased on Equations (I) and (2) is 8.0 _g/L. Figure 7

represents interlaboratoryduplicatemeasurements,and the standarddeviation

is 11.3 pg/L, which is significantlygreaterthan that of data representedin

Figure 6 (based on a varianceratio test at an alpha level of 0.05). Figure 8

17
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shows the results of analysis of the blind samples, and the calculated

standard deviation based on Equation (3) is 5.5 pg/L for the 9- to 80-pg/L

concentration range.

Britton (1989) provides the following regression formula for interlab-

oratory precision of the chromium determination for'concentrations up to
83O pg/L"

s : 0.0671C + ].106 (5)

where C is the chromium concentration (_g/L).

Control limits based on Equations (I) and (2) are included in Figure 7.

Figure 8 includes control limits based on Equation (5). From these figures,

chromium measurements are within EPA precision expectations. The calculated

mean relative recovery for the blind samples is 109% for UST and 97% for PNL.

21



SODIUM

Sodium,which is not considereda contaminant,is a universalconstituent

in ground water beneaththe Hanford Site. Natural sodiumconcentrationsin

the unconfinedaquiferare generally low, on the order of a very few milli-

grams per liter. Nevertheless,sodium is associatedwith certainwaste plumes

at Hanford and is routinelydetermined in samplescollectedfrom monitoring

• wells. Sample preparationand analysisis by the inductivelycoupledplasma

method. The sodium determinationis includedhere becauseit is useful to

• illustratethe method's performanceat concentrationsmuch greater than those

of contaminantmetals, such as chromium.

Sodium up to 40 mg/L may be measured without sampledilution. From

January 1987 to May 1990, duplicatesample sets analyzed by UST and PNL showed

concentrationsrangingfrom less than 2 to nearly 800 mg/L. Blind samplesare

not submittedfor sodium analysis. Analyticalperformanceexpectationsin the

range 0 to 95 mg/L (Britton1989) are taken from the regressionequation"

s = 0.0396C+ 0.1515 (6)

where C is the sodium concentration(mg/L).

Figure 9 illustratesthe resultsof interlaboratoryduplicateanalyses

for sodium. Within the concentrationrange representedby Equation (6), all

but two resultsare within the three-sigmacontrol limit includedin the

figure,though many of the results are marginal.

Figure 10 illustratesinterlaboratoryand intralaboratoryperformance

compared to EPA expectations. In the figure,data are grouped into six con-

centrationranges,where the relativestandarddeviations [the result from

- Eouations (I) and (2) normalizedto the mid-pointconcentration]are plotted

againstmidpoint concentration. A logarithmicabscissa is used for conven-

• ience. The EPA expectationsfrom Equation (6) are _Iso plotted. From the

figure, it is apparentthat UST intralaboratoryduplicateanalyses appear

23
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somewhatmore precisethan EPA expectations,and that the UST/PNLresults are

less precise. This latter is quite obviousfor samplesthat requireddilution

(i.e.,more than 40 mg/L).
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FLUORIDE

Fluoride is routinely measured in ground-water samples from the Hanford

Site. Analysis is generally performed using ion chromatography, and Britton

(1989) has provided the following regression formula for calculating standard

deviations for concentrations up to 3.7 mg/L:

• s = 0.0301C + 0.0214 (7)

• where C is the fluoride concentration (mg/L).

From May 1987 to May 1990, 33 duplicate samples having concentrations in

excess of the O.5-mg/L UST detection limit were analyzed by both UST and PNL.

Figure 11 illustrates the results of this interlaboratory comparison, and it

is clear from the figure that many of the measurements are not within EPA

expectations for precision. Figure 12 shows the UST intralaboratory duplicate

measurements for the same samples shown in Figure 11. The difference between

Figures 11 and 12 is striking. Figure 13 shows the results of analysis of

blind samples analyzed for fluoride by UST and PNL. The scatter of data

points in Figure 13 resembles that of Figure 12 rather than that of Figure 11.

From Figures 11 and 13, it is obvious that the analytical method used by UST

and PNL is not adequate to meet EPA expectations of accuracy and precision.
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CARBONTETRACHLORIDE

Carbon tetrachloride,a solventused in past processingoperationsat the

Hanford Site, has been identifiedas a ground-watercontaminantand is rou-

tinely determined in samplescollectedfrom selectedmonitoringwells. From

July 1987 to May 1990, 15 samples have shown this solventto be in excess of

the detectionlimit (generallyrecognizedas 5 _g/L), and 8 have been analyzed

o by both UST and PNL. Most of these samplesshowed concentrationsin the range

from approximately100 to nearly 1000_g/L. The EPA provides a regressionfor

. estimatingthe standarddeviationonly up to a concentrationof 97 pg/L.

Blind sampleshave been routinelysubmittedto both PNL and UST, but the

sample concentrationswere within the limits of the EPA regressionformula

range. The resultsof blind sample analysiswere all within the three-sigma

control limits based on EPA expectations.

Although demonstratedanalyticalperformancefor concentrationsless than

100 _g/L cannot be reasonablyextrapolatedto 1000 _g/L, it is still possible

to compare intralaboratoryand interlaboratoryperformance. Figure 14 illus-

trates the resultsof duplicate analyseswithin UST and between UST and PNL.

Because of the paucity of data, these can be convenientlycombined in the same

figure. From Figure 14, the contrast in the level of precisionbetween intra-

laboratoryand interlaboratoryprecisionis apparent. Further, it is obvious

that submittalof blind samplesshould be weightedtoward higher sample

concentration.
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TRITIUM

Tritium is associatedwith processwastes at the HanfordSite, and ele-

vated concentrationsare commonlyfound in the unconfinedaquifer. From July

1988,to May 1990, reportedconcentrationsof tritium in ground-watersamples

ranged from less than 16 to nearly 5,000,000pCi/L. Tritium is measured by

direct radiometriccounting. The EPA does not providegenericquality control

' limits as it does for the constituentspeciesdiscussedabove. During the

stated time period, 17 sampleswith tritium concentrationsgreater than

• 1000 pCi/L were submittedto both UST and PNL. Figure 15 shows the results of

the interlaboratorymeasurements. Concentrationsrangedover three orders of

magnitude, but the relativeerror, as seen in Figure 15, appearedto be nearly

independentof concentration. Equation (I) was modified so that the result

representedthe mean relativedifferencebetween UST- and PNL-reportedconcen-

trations. For each pair of measurements,the absolutevalue of the difference

between the measurementswas dividedby the reportedUST value. The mean of

these resultswas used in place of R in Equation (2), and the 5.9% result from

Equation (2), is taken as the estimate of the relative standarddeviationof

the analyticalmethod.

Duplicatedeterminationsin this series of measurementswere reported by

UST. An estimate of error for each sample,based on counting statistics,was

reported by PNL. The duplicateUST measurements,as well as the analytical

uncertaintiesreportedby PNL, indicatedprecisionmuch greater than the 5.9%

relative standarddeviationcalculatedfrom Equation (2).
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OTHERANALYTES

Ammonium, trichloroethylene, and cyanide were also considered in this

study. Each of these is a contaminant of concern at the Hanford Site. Ammo-

nium represents measurements performed using ion-selective electrode technol-

ogy. Trichloroethylene, like carbon tetrachloride, is measured using gas

chromatography but at much lower concentrations. Cyanide was chosen because

, it is measured using visible-rangespectrophotometry. Too few data for these

determinationsare availableto draw meaningfulstatisticalconclusionsbased

• on interlaboratorycomparisons. However, numerousblind samples have been

submittedand analyzedwithin the time frame discussedabove, and EPA (Britton

1989) has presentedgeneric quality controllimits. Figures 16 through 18

illustratethe resultsof blind sample analysis for each of these constit-

uents, and each figure includesthe three-sigmacontrol limits. From the

figures, it is seen that laboratoryperformanceis generallywithin the

controllimits for these measurements.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the foregoing sections, we have focused on the difference between

intralaboratory and interlaboratory precision in the chemical analysis of

ground-water samples, lt has been pointed out that interlaboratory analysis

of duplicate samples takes into account many real analytical variables that

are masked by intralaboratory analysis. The data presented show that the

• precision of measurement of blind samples is generally close to the analytical

precision calculated from interlaboratory comparisons and less than the

° precision calculated from intralaboratory duplicates.

The absolute accuracy of a chemical measurement is always a concern.

Blind samples are useful for determining both the precision and accuracy of

laboratory measurements. However, it is important to realize that problems

with accuracy caused by random contamination, reagent contamination, calibra-

tion problems (e.g., inaccurate calibration standards), or sample collection

problems, will, with rare exception, ultimately show up as poor interlabora-

tory precision, or in some unusual cases as distinct interlaboratory bias

(i.e., one laboratory is systematically reporting numbers that are signif-

icantly higher than those from the other laboratory).

Analytical accuracy for individual samples can be affected by sample

matrix, but matrix errors cannot be detected through duplicate analysis. Such

errors can be detected using the method of additions (i.e., a spike). The use

of spikes is an important facet of internal quality control, but it is not

appropriate for an external quality control program for two reasons. First,

good laboratory practice dictates that the spike concentration be chosen

according to the results of initial analysis. That is, an ideal spike should

be approximately equal in concentration to the analyte concentration in the

unspiked sample. Both the sample and the spiked sample should also be meas-

ured several times to maximize the precision of the results (the analyst will

not know to do this for "blind" or "field" spikes). Second, the main value of

the method of additions is to correct the analytical result, before it is

reported, in the event that significant matrix bias is detected. Routine
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spiking of Hanford Site ground-water samples has shown that matrix bias is not

significant with the analytical methods used.

In view of the above, for common analytes (e.g., nitrate, chromium,

sodium), there is little technical justification for an external quality con-

trol program other than th'e use of interlaboratory comparisons. For uncommon

analytes (e.g., trichloroethylene, cyanide, ammonium), interlaboratory dupli-

cate sample submission should be largely reserved for samples collected from

monitoring wells known to be contaminated by such analytes, and these results

can be augmented through the use of blind samples. As long as the results of
0

duplicate or blind sample analysis meet EPA expectations, the assumption that

sample collection, preservation, handling, and analysis are adequate can be

reasonably taken as correct.

Submittal of replicate samples for intralaboratory analysis should be

reserved for studies where it is suspected that contamination or sampling dif-

ficulties (e.g., well purging) may be causing actual differences in analyte

concentration between replicates (replicates are normally assumed to be iden-

tical in composition). Similarly, there is no reason for routine submittal of

blanks, except for analytes that have significant environmental impact at or

near analytical detection limits.

In reviewing the analytical data, most measurements were found to be

within control limits as defined by APHA (1975) and quantified by EPA (Britton

1989). (The fluoride determination is the most obvious exception.) Conclu-

sions were based solely on interlaboratory data and were corroborated by blind

sample analysis, except for certain uncommon contaminants where blind data

alone were available in sufficient quantity to allow judgment or where EPA

control limits are either absent (tritium) or represent an inappropriate con-

centration range (e.g., sodium, carbon tetrachloride).

Our purpose in conducting this review was to determine whether a quality

control program less extensive than PNL's current program could be designed

without sacrificing the fundamental technical purposes of external quality °

control. We conclude that interlaboratory comparison data, supplemented when
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necessaryby blind samples,are useful. Intralaboratoryduplicate analysis

and submittalof blank samples are not useful except in restricted

circumstances.

For wells monitored under the Ground Water SurveillanceProject,we offer

the followingspecific'recommendationsto reduce sampling,handling,and

analyticalcosts _ssociatedwith the external QC program:

I. Eliminatethe routinecollectionof QC samplesother than field
• duplicates,and submit one of the duplicatesto the primary labora-

tory and the other to the refereelaboratory. Maintain the present
rate of duplicate sample collection;i.e., one well sampled in

• duplicateper 20 wells sampled.

2. Use "three-sigmacontrol limits"as acceptancecriteriafor the
resultsof duplicate analyticalmeasurements. That is, the two
measurementsmay differ by 3.686 standard deviations. The standard
deviationfor each measurementmay be estimated from the mean of the
reportedresults and the appropriateregression formulaas presented
by Britton (1989).

3. Eliminatethe routinepreparationand submittalof blind standard
samples (also known as "performanceevaluation standards").

4. Where the resultsof duplicatemeasurementsdo not meet the accept-
ance criteria,use timely resamplingand interlaboratoryanalysis to
resolvediscrepancies.

5. Reservethe use of transfer blanks,transportblanks,field blanks,
laboratoryblanks, intralaboratoryduplicates,bottle blanks, and
blind standardsamples for those instanceswhere resamplingdoes not
resolvediscrepancies.

Applying these recommendationswill reduce the cost of the externalQC

program. This is especiallytrue for blind standardsamples,the preparation

of which is extremelylabor intensive. Nevertheless,the technicalvalue of

the QC program is not compromised. As has been demonstratedin this report,

interlaboratoryduplicate analysis is sufficientto establishor confirm

° laboratoryperformanceas well as the adequacy of field proceduresand sample

handling. This approach is reflectedin recommendationsI through 3. In the

' event that laboratoryperformancedoes not meet expectationsor field methods

fail, recommendations4 and 5 providethe tools needed to detect and correct

problems.
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Determining the optimum rate of quality control sample submittal is more

difficult than determining the kinds of QC samples to be submitted. The

number of samples that must be submitted for an external quality control

program is controlled by the degree of resolution needed for establishing

, initial confidence limits and for monitoring change. The resolution that is

needed is, in turn, controlled by the use to which this knowledge is put. lt

can be reasonably argued that any periodic, independent assessment of labora-

tory performance is of little use unless the results of that assessment are •

used as feedback to the laboratory to correct shortcomings (when necessary) or

are reported to and used by technical staff for interpreting geochemical data. °

j Until such uses for the quality control data are addressed and established,

' there is little reason to have a quality control program that is more exten-

o, sive than the programs used for quarterly recertification of medical or

® drinking-water laboratories._
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